
since 2003 the HALLE tanzbühne berlin has been the production and performance venue of the cie. toula limnaios and has been established 
as an internationally renowned stage for contemporary dance.  
 
located in the district of prenzlauer berg, in the picturesque kastanienhof, the finely ornamented brick building - the HALLE - is over a 
hundred years old and has an enchanted, morbid charm. The HALLE was renovated in 2016.  

the HALLE has two halls with wooden sprung floors, which you can rent for your rehearsals according to availability. 



    HALLE — large hall (242 qm)  



HALLE — large hall laid out with dance floor



specifications HALLE — large hall 

size     width 10,5 meter // length 22 meter 

ceiling height    5,5 meter    

floor    the hall is equipped with a high-quality parquet floor (can be laid with 
    a black dance floor on request). 

wardrobe   unisex-wardrobe with make-up table, 2 x wc, 3x showers + 4 x wc on 
    ground floor. 

power connections   various earthed sockets available, three-phase connections can only  
    be used by arrangement. 

technic   PA available, can be used after prior instruction     
    (further technical equipment only on request). the use of ladders and  
    scaffolding is only possible after consultation and instruction. the  
    hall can be completely blacked out.   

accessibility   the wardrobe and hall are accessible barrier-free (at ground level)  
    through the main entrance and from the garden.  

if you are interested in renting the large hall, please send your request to: rent@toula.de  
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HALLE — small hall (143 qm)  



HALLE — small hall laid out with dance floor

view into the garden



specifications HALLE — small hall  

size     width 9,6 meter // length 11 meter 

ceiling height    2,8 meter 

Facilities    tea kitchen with refrigerator and sink available in the room.  

Flooring   the hall is equipped with a high-quality parquet floor (can be laid with  
    a black dance floor on request). 

sanitary area   the toilets on the ground floor (4) can be used.  

wardrobe   wardrobe and shower are not available.  

power connections  various earthed sockets available, three-phase connections can only  
    be used by arrangement. 

technic   PA available, can be used after prior instruction     
    (further technical equipment only on request). the use of ladders and  
    scaffolding is only possible after consultation and instruction. the  
    hall can not be blacked out.    

others    the small hall is not barrier-free.

if you are interested in renting the small hall, please send your request to: rent@toula.de  
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contact

eberswalder straße 10  
10437 berlin 
mail: rent@toula.de

tel: +49-30-440 44 731  
fax: +49-30-440 44 683  
tickets: +49-30-440 44 292  

public transportation connections: 
m10 friedrich-ludwig-jahn-sportpark 
u2 eberswalder straße  


